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Sustainable travel

Active Travel and Health
SYSTRA is a market leader in travel behaviour change and is one of the UK’s leading specialists in the delivery of active travel 
initiatives and support. We work across the UK with a range of clients including higher education providers, employers, local 
authorities, health care providers and community organisations. 

The UK Chief Medical Officer has stated that “The easiest and most acceptable forms of physical activity are those that can 
be incorporated into everyday life. Examples include walking or cycling instead of travelling by car.”   We have an excellent 
understanding as to why people choose to travel in certain ways and we know how to encourage and enable effective 
transition to more active modes. We support a range of clients to facilitate the uptake of active travel and subsequent 
improvements to project participant’s health. The necessity of such initiatives is made clear given that growing levels of 
obesity, diabetes and mental health problems are costing the UK £7.4bn each year.

Community Engagements 

SYSTRA use a variety of differing approaches to promote 
active travel within the wider local community. These include; 

 } Personalised Travel Planning (PTP)

 } Attendance at Community Events

 } Delivery of presentations to local residents

 } Led walk and cycle rides, to increase confidence and awareness 

of local routes

 } Social media to share news and local travel updates 

Personalised Travel Planning

In the last five years we have been  commissioned by local 
authorities to deliver Personal Travel Planning in seven 
areas including; Swindon, Central Bedfordshire, Luton, York, 
Stratford-upon-Avon, Crewe and St Helen’s. PTP is a method 
that provides individuals and households with bespoke travel 
information and incentives to support them in making active 
and sustainable travel choices. Following delivery within 
each of these communities an average of 31% of participants 
increased levels of walking, and 17% cycled more. 

Travel Luton

We engaged with over 20,000 households, challenged over 
17,000 residents to try out an active or sustainable travel 
journey and distributed over 68,000 resources to assist them 
in doing this. Over the course of the programme there was a 
31% increase in walking, 15% increase in cycling and a 14% 
increase in public transport use, alongside a 23% decrease 
in driving among participants. This commission made 
specific use of our expertise in the promotion of cycling 
as an active travel mode. Our Cycling Participation officer 
devised a number of pathways targeting specific audiences 
to encourage them to get back into cycling. These included 
Community Hubs to promote cycling 
amongst young people, a workplace 
‘Passport to Cycle’ scheme and social 
led rides for beginners. We regularly 
team up with specialist providers, to 
run inspirational events within 
local communities, such as 
our Cycling Village at the 
Luton Carnival.



david alderson
dalderson@systra.com 
+44 203 882 1615
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sfox1@systra.com 
+44 121 295 4047
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School Engagements 

Engagement through schools is an effective way to promote active and sustainable travel. Our aim is to change parental 
attitudes (as key travel decision-makers) towards travel options. We use a number of methods to promote active travel 
through school engagement. These include:  

 } Interactive Workshops

 } The ‘Traffic Snake Game’

 } School Walking/Cycling Maps

 } ‘Walk to School’ Campaigns

 } Road Safety Exercises

 } Travel Planning 

Switch

In March 2015, we were commissioned by London Borough 
of Hounslow (LBH) to undertake a travel behaviour change 
programme infant and primary schools across the Borough. 
The programme included Personal Travel Planning (PTP) with 
parents and a sustainable travel game called the Traffic Snake 
Game (TSG) played by pupils at the schools. Children played 
the game by placing either a red or blue sticker on the 
appropriate location on the snake each morning depending 
on how they had travelled to school that day. The campaign 
proved to be successful with:

 } At least 28% of participants walking more often scheme

 } At least 25% of participants being ‘likely’ or ‘very likely’ to 

continue using active travel modes on the journey to school the 

following academic year

 } A net reduction of 10% car use was achieved

Production of School Maps 

We were commissioned by LBH to design bespoke maps for 
the participating schools as part of a wider campaign within 
the Borough. These maps identified safe and appropriate 
walking routes, recommended crossing points, park and 
stride locations 
and ‘key routes’ 
to the respective 
school from areas 
where a large 
number of pupils 
live. These were 
received positively 
by staff, parents 
and pupils.

Workplace Engagement 

We have previously been appointed by both private and public 
sector organisations to provide support in promoting active 
and sustainable travel among employees at employment 
sites, from individual offices 
to entire business parks. 
We have a wide range of 
techniques that can be used 
at workplaces including:

 } Welcome Packs - setting out 

local travel information

 } Led Walk and Cycle Rides

 } Events and Liaisons

 } Newsletters 

 } A dedicated Travel Plan 

Coordinator

Shop Direct

We were appointed by Shop Direct in 2011 to help develop a 
travel plan strategy for the Group and to help understand the 
existing travel practices of its employees. We have continued 
to provide support to the organisation and have helped to 
set up measures to promote cycling including setting up 
a Bicycle User Group, providing assistance with the Cycle 
to Work scheme, providing pool bikes and assisting with 
obtaining local cycle store discounts. We have also created 
a ‘How to Get to Guide’ that has been made available to 
staff in hard copies and on Shop Direct’s intranet as well as 
setting up walking buddy schemes and lunchtime walking 
sessions. 


